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A B S T R A C T

Rayleigh-Taylor instability was observed on the surface of a contracting z-pinch plasma.
Wavelength of the instability was analyzed from the envelope of the profile, and it increased
with implosion. Analysis with finite Larmor radius effect shows that there is some accelera-
tion of ions during the contraction process. A suggestion to obtain macroscopically uniform
plasma is to increase plasma current without heating the plasma.

I. Introduction

The achievement of uniform implosion of z-pinch plasma is a key feature to z-pinch driven
inertial confinement fusion rsearch. The uniform formation of hot spots is essential for the
efficient and uniform radiation of x-ray. However, as z-pinch plasma is naturally unstable to
MHD modes, it is a difficult objective to avoid instability. In the previous experiments it is
pointed out that the formation of hot spots has a good correlation to the instability pattern
that develops in the contraction [1 - 4]. Although the instability is unavoidable, we will be
able to control the occurrence of hot spots if we find a method of controling the instability.

Here we investigated the development of Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the contraction
phase of the SHOTGUN z-pinch plasma. Using a laser shadowgraphy a clear image of plasma
envelope was obtained. The spatial profile of the instability was analyzed, and change of
wavelength of the instability with implosion was observed.

II. Experimental Setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the SHOTGUN gas-puff z-pinch device. The main
storage section consists of high-speed capacitor bank of 24 /xF (25kV, 7.5kJ). The gap width
of the electrodes is 30 mm. Both electrodes are made of Al. A hollow gas distribution is
intended to form between the electrodes using a hollow nozzle on the anode with a high
speed gas valve. The diameter of the nozzle is 28 mm. Ar gas is used in this experiment,
and the prenum pressure is fixed to 5 atm.
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Figure 1: The SHOTGUN z-pinch device.

The electric currents of the anode and the cathodes are detected by Rogowski coils.
The anode current shows the total input current, and the cathode current shows that goes
through the z-pinch plasma.

X-ray measurement is important to monitor the maximum pinch. A scintillation probe
is used to measure x-ray above 1 keV. K-shell radiations of Ar ion are in this region. A
vacuum x-ray diode with Al cathode is used for XUV measurement (20 eV - 3 keV). L-shell
and M-shell radiations of Ar ion are in this region. An x-ray pinhole camera is used to obtain
space resolved image of hot spots of the plasma.

In order to observe contraction process of the plasma, shadowgraphy using a Nd:YAG
laser is employed. Using a harmonics generator maximum output of 25 mj is performed at
the wavelength of 532 nm.

III. Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows sequential shadowgrams of the contracting z-pinch plasma. The anode
current, x-ray and XUV signals are shown in the top frame. The moment of each shadowgram
is shown in the current trace. In each shadowgram the anode is on the right and the cathode
is on the left. The gas distribution is not quite uniform and the zippering effect is observed.

The motion of the plasma is slow until the current goes up to a certain level (1). The
plasma boundary becomes more clear in the frame (2), which indicates the density increase.
The plasma starts to shrink rapidly at (3), and the displacement from sinusoidal current
becomes obvious. An axisymmetric ripple is found on the surface of the plasma, which is
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Figure 2: Sequential shadowgrams of the contracting z-pinch plasma. The moment of each
frame is shown in the top trace.
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Figure 3: Simultaneous measurements of shadowgram and x-ray pinhole image of the z-pinch
plasma.

the Rayleigh-Taylor instability caused by the implosion. The plasma continues to shrink at
(4) - (5), and the instability also grows. The plasma contracts on the axis at (6) - (7), and
the instability goes into nonlinear stage. The XUV signal increases here, which indicates the
increase of electron temperature. Then the plasma reaches the local pinch (m = 0 mode)
at (8), and x-ray pulses are emitted. Finally the plasma starts to expand hellically (m = 1
mode) at (9). Dense plasma flow from both electrodes is observed at (8) - (9). The observed
instability is axisymmetric. As the magnetic field directs purely azimuthal direction, the
wave number vector is perpendicular to the magnetic field k\\ = 0.

Figure 3 shows the shadowgram at maximum pinch and the x-ray pinhole photoraph
taken in the same shot of discharge. The ripple observed in the shadowgram reaches the
axis. This triggers m = 0 mode MHD instability which causes hot spots. Five hot spots
are observed in the x-ray photograph. Each position of the hot spots is well corerated with
spatial pattern of the m = 0 mode instability.

It was shown that the formation of hot spots has strong relation to the spatial pattern of
the instability. The wavelength of the instability was observed to increase with implosion.
In order to see the change of the wavelength numerically, the envelope of density profile is
extracted, and the spatial pattern is analyzed by Fourier transformation.

Figure 4 shows changes of the wave number (open circle) and the wavelength (cross) of
the instability with time. The lines in the figure show exponential fitting to the values. Here,
the wave number is the number of waves in 3 cm. The wavelength is calculated from this
value. It is clear that the wave number decreases and the wavelength increases with time,
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Figure 4: Wave number and corresponding wavelength of the instability.

IV. Discussion of Results

Well, how is the wavelength or the wave number determined ? And why does the wave
number decrease with time ? A possible explanation is as follows.

The growth rate of Rayleigh-Taylor instability 7 of ideal MHD plasma is <Jgk- , where g
is acceleration and k is wave number of the instability. Here the growth rate simply increases
with k, and k cannot be determined for this case. Finite Larmor radius effect (FLR) is a
possibility to limit the growth of the instability. The growth rate with FLR is expressed as

(1)

where u;,., is ion cyclotron frequency and p.\ is ion Larmor radius. In Fig. 5 the growth rates
of both cases are plotted for k. The rate 7 becomes a maximum value at the wave number

(2)

ocThe instability will grow at this wave number A;o. As the Larmor radius pj =
and g <x B2. Then the wave number k0 has the dependence of

(3)
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Figure 5: Growth rate of Rayleigh-Taylor instability with and without finite Larmor radius
effect.

According to this model, the decrease of wave number k with the time is understood
as decrease of B or increase of T;. As the plasma current increases and the plasma radius
increases with time, the magnetic field B must increase with time. So the temperature T;
must increase more than B1. If magnetic moment conserves T; oc B. The result implies that
there is some mechanism of extra acceleration or heating of ion that accounts more than the
conservation of magnetic moment.

The goal of this research is to minimize the wavelength of the instability, so that the
plasma column looks uniform macroscopically. As Eq. (4) shows that the wave number fc0

increases with B and decreases with Th we can maximize &o by increasing magnetic field or
current without heating the plasma.

V. Summary

The imploding process of Ar z-pinch plasma was observed and investigated using a pulsed
laser shadowgraphy. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability was observed on the surface of the
contracting z-pinch plasma. The wavelength of the instability increased with implosion, and
this lead m = 0 mode instability. The spatial pattern of the instability has strong relation
to the formation of hot spots.

An analysis with finite Larmor radius effect indicates that the wave number of the in-
stability is determined by plasma parameters as B and T,. The decrease of wave number
indicates that there is some accerelation of ions during the contraction process. It is impor-
tant to increase plasma current without heating the plasma in order to keep the wavelength
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of the instability small.
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Abstract

Capillary discharge experiments were carried out to get a lasing of Ne-like Ar
line (J = 0 - 1, A = 46.9 nm). The capillary channel was 120 mm in length and 3
- 4 mm in inner diameter and it was filled with pre-ionized argon gas in an initial
pressure range of 100 - 1000 mTorr. A current up to 37 - 57 kA with a rise time
of 20 ns was generated by a fast pulsed power generator 'LIMAY-I'(3 il - 70 us).
Dynamics of capillary discharge plasma was observed with a streak camera. At the
time of maximum pinch, laser amplification was detected by an X-ray diode.

1 Introduction

Since laser has properties that ordinary light does not posses - namely monochro-

maticity, directivity, high intensity, and coherency - it is fully applicable in various fields.

Moreover soft X-ray laser has soft X-ray properties in addition to these laser properties, it

may be applicable at molecular levels to the instrumentation, and material manipulation

essential to leading-edge research and development in medicine, science and technology.

Actual implementation is eagerly awaited [1].

However, the scaling of excitation power for soft X-ray lasing follows a 4.5 power rule

of the lasing frequency. Producing an intense laser of shorter wavelength will therefore

require a device of extremely large scale and high cost. For this reason, the development

of high efficiency soft X-ray laser devices that could be implemented anywhere would be

desirable, and great efforts have been made to achieve this.

In 1994, it was reported that a capillary discharge could produce a laser amplification

at 3p - 3s level of Ne-like Ar (46.9 nm) [2]. In comparison with laser-driven X-ray laser

devices, this device is inexpensive, compact in size and high conversion efficiency from

electric energy to laser energy.

It is possible to enlarge laser energy by increase of a gain-length product or a laser

pulse width. However, soft X-ray laser using capillary discharge can extract only a several

ns pulse. Widths of the laser pulse may be restricted by the plasma dynamics and the
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confining time of the optimal plasma condition. The object of our study is to reveal the

cause, which restricts the duration of lasing, to enlarge a laser pulse width and to get a

higher laser energy. In the present stage, our purpose is to understand the correlation

between plasma dynamics and X-ray radiation process, and to reveal discharge conditions

suitable for a laser amplification by LIMAY-I [3].

2 Experimental apparatus

A pulsed power generator "LIMAY-I (30. - 70 ns, 13 kj; Max ) [3]" was used as the

driving powrer source for the capillary discharge. The drive current above 200 kA with a

rise time of 20 ns was attainable with this generator. The typical experimental setup is

shown in Figure. 1. A capillary made of polyacetal with an inner diameter of d = 3 mm

and a length of / = 120 mm was used. The capillary was installed on the axis inside the

Z-stack insulator of the PFL. The space between the Z-stack insulator and the capillary

was filled with deionized water to prevent breakdown along the capillary outer surface.

Tungsten, a material with a highest melting point, was used for the capillary discharge

electrodes at the both end of capillary. The cathode has an aperture of 2 mm for inlet of

argon gas and observation of a capillary discharge.

After predischarge with a current of 10 - 20 A and a decay time of 30 //s, the main

discharge current of 30 - 60 kA was sent into the capillary. A Rogowski coil was used for

measurement of the discharge current.

The inside of the capillary was filled with 100 - 1000 mTorr of argon gas, and the

background pressure of X-ray diode ( XRD ) chamber was kept lower than ~ 10~4 Torr

using a differential pumping. The pinhole was located at a distance of 2 cm from the

end of capillary, and the XRD was positioned 60 cm from the pinhole. The pinhole and

the XRD were positioned along the axis of capillary. The absorption coefficient for a

wavelength A = 46.9 nm (26.4 eV) was r0 = 900 cm"1 [4]. The light of this wavelength,

for example, argon gas filled with 500 mTorr attenuates by 30 % in a distance of 2 cm.

Photographs of the plasma were taken from the direction of the axis, using a high-

speed camera (Hadland, IMACON 468), in order to confirm its pinch. An X-ray radiation

process was measured with the XRD. The XRD consisted of a photocathode with a

negative bias of -900 V, and a wire mesh anode with a transparency of 44 %, positioned

at a distance of 2 mm from the cathode surface. In this experiment, improvement has

been made to use gold, instead of aluminum, as the photocathode of XRD, which provides

better sensitivity to the X-ray of energy lower than 100 eV. Photo electric yields of

aluminum and gold at a wavelength of 46.9 nm were 0.14 and 0.11, respectively [5] [6].
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Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup.

3 Experiments

3.1 Correlation between plasma dynamics and X-ray radiation
process

Argon gas was filled at a pressure of P = 500 mTorr in a capillary with an inner diameter

of d = 3 mm and length of/ = 120 mm, and predischarged with a current of 10 A. Then,

a current pulse with an amplitude of 7o= 40 kA, a pulse rise time of 20 ns, and a pulse

width of 105 ns was sent into the capillary. Figure 2 shows the waveforms of discharge

current and the X-ray measured with an XRD with an aluminum photocathode. Figure

3 shows the streak photograph of a capillary discharge plasma taken from the direction of

the axis taken under the same discharge condition. Figure 4 (A) - (D) show the framing

photographs of capillary discharge plasma taken from the direction of the axis in vicinty

of maximum pinch.

The contraction time of shock front rs was taken to be the time interval between

a beginning of discharge and an arrival of the shock front at the axis. The maximum

contraction time of current sheet T̂  was taken to be a time interval between a beginning

of discharge and a maximum pinch of discharge plasma. From Figure 3, the beginning of

strong radiation of light on the axis indicates the contraction of the shock front. Hence,

the contraction time of shock front rs was 35 ns. The maximum contraction time of

current sheet rx was 37 - 40 ns.

After Tj, a stagnation of high energy density plasma produced in the vicinity of the

axis. Simultaneously, the XRD signal shows the point of inflection. In addition, the slope

of signal becomes steeper. The discharge plasma at this time was approximately 200
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Figure 2. Waveforms of capillary discharge current and X-ray diode output:

P = 500 mTorr, d = 3 mm
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Figure 3. Streak photograph of capillary discharge plasma: P = 500 mTorr, d = 3 mm

Figure 4(A). Framing photograph of capillary discharge plasma taken from 20 ns to 30 ns

Figure 4(B). Framing photograph of capillary discharge plasma taken from 30 ns to 40 ns

Figure 4(C). Framing photograph of capillary discharge plasma taken from 40 ns to 50 ns

Figure 4(D). Framing photograph of capillary discharge plasma taken from 50 ns to 60 ns
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After stagnation, the plasma exploded and the XRD signal, which is to say the energy

density of a plasma, decreased.

3.2 Dependence of discharge conditions

It is thought that the plasma condition for the amplification of neon-like argon soft

X-ray laser is needed for the electron density of Ne ~ 0.2 — 2 x 1019cm~3, and the electron

temperature of Te ~ 60 — 80 eV [7]. The pinch plasma parameters can be controlled

by charging an initial pressure, a current amplitude( dl/dt ), and a capillary diameter.

Experiments were conducted in which the initial pressure and the current amplitude were

varied in the range of 100 - 1000 mTorr and 37 - 57 kA, respectively. A capillary with an

inner diameter of 3.4 mm and a length of 120 mm was used, and gold was used as the

photocathode of XRD.

Figure 5 shows the waveforms of current and the signals of XRD output at the initial

pressures of 275, 412, and 950 mTorr. In the three shots, the measured waveforms were

almost the same. However, as the pressure is increased, the initial peak of X-ray signal

was shifted backward. The inertia of plasma increases at high pressures, although the

magnetic force of the current remains the same, therefore there is a tendency for the

pinch time to be delayed. In addition, the width of intense the X-ray pulse conforms that

of the pinch plasma, and tends to be wider as the pressure increases.

When the pressure was low, 275 or 412 mTorr, the plasma could be rapidly heated

by means of the shock waves. When the pressure was raised to, for example, 912 mTorr,

however, the shock wave formation and the rapid heating were weaken, therefore the

X-ray emission was moderated. Under these conditions, an XRD output was highest at

pressures in the range of 400 - 500 mTorr. The current was changed in the range of 37 -

57 kA using a capillary with diameter of 3.4 mm and a pressure of 412 mTorr. Increasing

the current amplitude, the X-ray signal becomes larger and the occurrence of the peak

becomes forward shifted, because the energy density of the plasma also becomes higher.

As the current amplitude increased, the peak of X-ray signal grew larger, which higher

energy density plasma was generated, and the occurrence of peak shifted forward. This

indicated that strong pinches occurred in a short time, due to a strengthening of the

magnetic force that is in proportion to the squares of current amplitude.

3.3 XRD signals of laser amplification

Figure 7 shows the current waveform and the signal of XRD output obtained under

discharge condition of the capillary diameter of 3.4 mm, the initial pressure of 400 mTorr.

We were able to detect a sharp signal of soft X-ray laser with FWHM of 0.6 ns in the

vicinity of the maximum pinch (58.5 ns).
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Figure 5. Waveforms of discharge currents and XRD output signals:

P = 275 mTorr, 412 mTorr, 950 mTorr, d = 3.4 mm
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Figure 6. Waveforms of discharge currents and XRD output signals:

Io = 37 kA, 47 kA, 57 kA, P = 412 mTorr, d = 3.4 mm
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Figure 7. Waveforms of current and XRD output signal with a sharp peak
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4 Summary

Argon was filled at 100 - 1000 mTorr in capillaries with diameter of 3 - 4 mm and length

of 120 mm. After a predischarge current of 10 A was conducted, a current pulse with an

amplitude of 37 - 57 kA, a pulse rise time of 20 ns, and a pulse width of 100 ns was driven.

Formation of Z-pinch was confirmed using a streak camera. In addition, measurements of

X-ray radiation process from discharge plasma were made using an X-ray diode, and the

relationship between plasma dynamics and X-ray radiation process was clarified. When a

capillary diameter of 3.4 mm, an initial pressure of 400 mTorr and a current amplitude of

47 kA were adopted, the laser amplification was measured in the vicinity of the maximum

pinch. We are planning to study the correlation of soft X-ray laser and capillary discharge

plasma using an XRD, a spectroscope and a high speed camera.
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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of the populations and gain coefficients in Neon-like (Ne-like)

Krypton (KrXXVII) have been investigated considering the 18-levels of the

2s2 2p6,2s2 2p^3s,2s2 2py3p, and 2s2 2 p 5 3d configurations for cylindrical

plasma. Introducing the effective rates for some spontaneous emissions approximated

the influence radiation trapping phenomena. Then we calculated the gains using these

modified rates. And, we have calculated relative sublevel populations and gains for

different electron and ion temperatures for both stationary and dynamic plasmas. The

effect of the energy trapping of the 2p6]S0 -2pi3sfPl , 2p6iS0-2p53s'Pi ,

2p6iS0-2pi3d3Dl and 2p6lSl)-2pi3d]P[ transitions are investigated in the electron

density regime 10 :o - 10 : : cm ~y.

I. Introduction

Since Zherikhin et al" recognized that the populations of some levels in the

configuration can be larger than those in the configuration for proper electron densities

and temperatures, the x-ray laser schemes using transition between configurations in

ionic systems have been studied both theoretically and experimentally. Feldman et al2)

and Kim et al"'' extended the calculation to Ne-like KrXXVII, and showed that a large

number of KrXXVII ions can produce a significant gain in transition between some

configurations. In recent years, Rocca and co-workers"" has reported the observation of

soft x-ray amplification and saturation of the .7 = 0-1 transition in Ne-like Ar using a

fast capillary discharge.

In this paper we have performed a calculation for relative level populations and

gain coefficients of the Ne-like Krypton. Also, we have taken into account the escape

probability for both stationary and dynamic pinch plasmas to consider the effect of the

energy trapping phenomena for lasing transitions. It is noted that the effect of the energy
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trapping becomes important for the high electron densities and even increases3' the

gain for some lasing transitions.

II. Model for Calculation

The rate equation for the population N', of an excited level / in the ith

ionization stage is given by5'

* f [ _ y • , _ l'N'+ OMNM (1)
dt v '" " n"' ' n" ' '

with

(2)

Where ne is the electron density, Ce
u\

d) the electron excitation (de-excitation) rate

coefficient, and Aul the radiative transition rate from an upper state u to a lower state

/. The terms l\ and Q',+i represent the electron collisional ionization rate coefficient

from a level / and the total recombination rate coefficient to the level, respectively.

The collisional excitation rate includes monopole excitation rate for the transition from

the ground state to the 3p(J - 0) level. The other dipole collisional excitation rates

are calculated using the well-known formulas which include oscillator strengths as

follows

C;: (en,» sec - ) = 1.6 x 10 " f \ ^ > exp( ̂ ) (3)

where <g(«,/)> denotes the thermal averaged Gaunt factor, flu oscillator strength,

r. the electron temperature and AEul the transition energy of the / —> u transition.

The de-excitation rate coefficients are obtained using the detailed-balance relation6'

^ ^ . ) C : (4)

Since an equilibrium between the excited levels is readily established due to their short

lifetimes, the quasi-steady-state approximation has been adopted in our calculation

1 = 0 • In the present calculation the level populations are normalized in such a way
dt
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that; m - i V m - \ . Furthermore, the recombination and ionization processes

between neighboring ionization stages can be ignored because these processes are

negligibly slow compared to the excitation and de-excitation processes within the

Ne-like ionization stage3' under the densities and temperatures of our interest.

The absorption coefficient or gain of a medium is related to the intensity (I)

of radiation by

I = Io exp( aZ) (5)

Where Io is the incident intensity, Z is the length of plasma, and a is the gain

coefficient. For a Doppler-broadened spectral line, the gain coefficient on a radiative

transition between an upper level u and a lower level / is given by

a = ^ A u l { M / 2 n k T i y / 2 g u ( N u / g u - N , / g l ) ( 6 )

Where X is the wavelength of the transition between the upper and lower levels, M

the atomic mass of the ions, k the Boltzmann constant, Tt ion temperature, Nu and

N are the relative level population, and gu and g, are statistical weights of the level.

Using the relative populations, gain coefficient can be rewritten as follows

-5L-= 1 . 6 x 1 0 -'Tr'^'A^gAmJ gu - m , l g l ) (7)

The right-hand side of above equation consists of terms only related to Ne-like Kr. We

have assumed a cylindrical plasma with length Z and radius r consisting of

Krypton ions. N, is the total number density of ions in all levels for ionization stage

of the Ne-like Krypton.We have also assumed that N, INKr =1 /4 , i.e., 1/4 of the

Krypton is in the Ne-like degree of ionization, and rest of the ions is in nearby degrees

of ionization. Under such conditions may be we have NKr I ne ~ 1 / 26.

The optical depth at line center X of plasma is given by7'

r = | k ( A ). dz = k ( X ). Z (8)
0

where k(X) is the absorption coefficient and Z the length of plasma medium. The

absorption coefficient for the line radiation may be written

k(X)=^l^(^~-y^NlX (9)
me' 2 kl .
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where meand c are the electron mass, and speed of light, respectively.

To energy trapping calculations, we are taken into account four resonance

lines that two of the lines are between the lower level to the ground state 2s2 2 p6 lS 0,

and the other are between the configuration 2s2 2p53d and the ground state.

Radiation trapping increases the populations of the resonance levels that can be

estimated using the effective radiation rate E(T)A , where E{t) is the escape

probability for a given optical depth and A the original radiative transition rate. For

the escape probability we have used the following polynomial fit to the tabulated values

calculated by Zemansky81

For 0 < T < 4 .5

£ ( r ) = 0.99900 - 0.69775 T + 0.26653 T2 -

0.06191 T3 + 0.00811 T 4 - 0.00045 T5

and for T > 4 . 5

E ( r ) = \ (11)

We have recalculated the level populations with the modified escape factors for

calculating gain coefficients for plasma that has radial motion with velocity gradients

by7'

7 = A ( v / vlh ) / A T (12)

We have also assumed that the opacity versus the flow velocity of a Doppler

broadened line is varied same as laser-produced plasmas, (this assumption may be too

optimistic) as follows9'

T p = T x o.6 ^ - (13)
V

With thermal velocity (vlh) and flow velocity (v) .

III. Results and Discussion

Figure (1) shows the schematic energy level diagram for the 18-levels

KrXXVII, which are taken into account in our study. In the calculation of the relative

level population, we have used the atomic data presented by Feldman et al2).The

relative level populations for two different temperatures at the electron densities

Ixl020 ,lxl021 and lxl022cm~3 are shown in Table(l). As can be seen, the relative

sublevel populations increase with electron density and temperature due to the increase

of collisional excitation rates under electron temperature regime of our interest. At the

electron density 1022c/??~J, the populations are distributed close to the Boltzmann
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distribution law, because the collisional de-excitation rates exceed the radiative decay
rates. Due to the monopole interaction of the 2ps3p*S0 level from the ground states,

this level is largely populated. The optical depths in the lines emitted by a cylindrical

plasma along its radius are also given in Table(2). The optical depths of two transitions

from 3d levels to the ground state are greater than 3s levels due to higher oscillator

strengths of these levels. As suggested by Palumbo and Elton2), we have used a radius,

which is 1/20 of the cylinder length.

We have recalculated the level populations using the modified rates of

spontaneous emission by escape factor and the results are given in Table 3(4) for

stationary (dynamic; v-101 cm/s) plasma, respectively. Table (5) shows the gain

coefficients of the two transitions at two electron densities and given temperature. The

first number(gQ) is gain coefficient without reabsorption. The gain coefficient g,

includes the reabsorption effect for stationary plasma. Furthermore, g2 is calculated

with reabsorption when the plasma has radial velocity. For an electron density below

10 2I cm "3 these gain coefficients increase with the electron density due to the increase

of the collisional excitation rates. From inspection of Table (5), it can be seen that for a

density at 1020 -1021 cm'3, the reabsorption of resonance lines can be increases the gain

coefficients up to 2 or 3 times in both stationary and dynamic plasmas.

So far, we have assumed that the ion temperature (7]) is equal to the electron

temperature (Te). However, it is expected that in capillary discharge plasmas, 7].will be

much smaller than Te during the implosion phase. We have recalculated the optical

depths (gain coefficients) for different electron and ion temperatures, as shown in Table

6(7), respectively. Since a ~ T'1'2, the calculated gain coefficients using equation (4)
should be multiplied by {TJT^12 only in case of without reabsorption. From

inspection of Table (7), it can be seen that, the reabsorption affect in the both stationary

and dynamic plasmas up to 3 times increases the gain coefficients.

Conclusions

The analysis shows that a volume of Krypton in which significant number of

the ions are in the Ne-like degree of ionization (KrXXVII) can produce a significant

gain in transition between the 2s22p^3p and 2s22p:'3s configurations. The effect

of reabsorption of the resonance lines not only increases the population of the lower

level, but also enhances the population of the 3d levels that decay to the upper level.

This latter effect tends to enhance the population inversions. For electron densities

1020 —102' cm~', the reabsorption of resonance lines increases the gain coefficients up to

3 times. In the regime of electron density of our study, the gain coefficients increase
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for plasma that has radial velocity due to reduction of the optical depth. Also reduction

of ion temperature than electron temperature will increase the gain coefficients. Those

parameters (v,7,7^) are closely connected to the pinch dynamics of capillary

discharges. To make lasing condition at shorter wavelength estimation, we have to use

more dynamic pinching process. A self-consistent estimation of the potentiality of soft

x-ray lasing in capillary plasma, is the subject of future works, including the precise

evaluation of the opacity in cylindrically moving plasma.
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Figure (1). A schematic diagram for some of the energy levels in Ne-like Krypton ion. The principal
quantum number is shown by (n).
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Table (1). Energy levels and relative level populations for Ne-like KrXXVII given for two electron

temperatures lkeV and 3keV (3keV in parentheses), for stationary plasma (7e = 71).

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Configuration

2p6

2p53s

2p53s

2p>3p

2p53s

2P
53p

2p53s

2P
53p

2p53p

2P
53p

2p53p

2P
53p

2p'3p

2p53p

2p53p

2p53d

2p53d

2p53d

level

1P>
3 ^

' A
3^

^ 3

3s ,
>p2

3 A
3 A

3^
3 A
lP>

Energy (cm'1)

0.0

13367620

13392937

13783244

13798566

13803571

13812078

13895333

13899903

13931512

14059763

14223809

14335770

14343874

14411330

14434401

14611481

14997775

level Populations

n. = 10 2 0 cm' 3

9.91-1(9.883-1)

0.27-3(0.57-3)

0.21-3(0.41-3)

0.15-3(0.34-3)

0.12-3(0.17-3)

0.25-3(0.51-3)

0.3-3(0.46-3)

0.34-3(0.74-3)

0.17-3(0.36-3)

0.15-3(0.29-3)

0.4-4(1.07-4)

0.24-3(0.4-3)

0.14-3(0.32-3)

0.36-3(0.53-3)

0.58-2(0.56-2)

1.08-4(0.26-3)

1.07-4(0.27-3)

0.9-4(0.24-3)

level Populations

n e = 1O2 'cm"3

9.587-1(9.297-1)

0.283-2(0.56-2)

0.182-2(0.36-2)

0.155-2(0.32-2)

0.77-3(0.127-2)

0.272-2(0.559-2)

0.295-2(0.42-2)

0.37-2(0.766-2)

0.155-2(0.329-2)

0.25-2(0.51-2)

0.46-3(0.10-2)

0.25-2(0.38-2)

0.17-2(0.347-2)

0.44-2(0.657-2)

0.83-2(0.79-2)

0.13-2(0.29-2)

0.10-2(0.255-2)

0.9-3(0.235-2)

level Populations

n. = 10 2 2 cm' 3

7.566-1(6.057-1)

0.211-1(0.356-1)

0.125-1(0.212-1)

0.118-1(0.208-1)

0.473-2(0.71-2)

0.198-1(0.347-1)

0.182-1(0.232-1)

0.276-1(0.488-1)

1.106-2(0.198-1)

0.195-1(0.344-1)

0.34-2(0.62-2)

0.158-1(0.216-1)

0.118-1(0.203-1)

0.284-1(0.376-1)

1.108-2(0.112-1)

0.108-1(0.200-1)

0.82-2(0.166-1)

0.73-2(0.153-1)

Table (2). Optical depths at line center for transitions of the type 2p-31 (Te=Ti)

Transition

3->l

7->l

17 —»1

1 8 - > 1

Temperature

ikeV

3keV

lkeV

3keV

IkeV

3keV

IkeV

3keV

Optical Depth

ne = 102Ocm-3

6.2(Z=6.0 cm)

l.8(Z=3.0cm)

5.I(Z=6.0cm)

l.5(Z=3.Ocm)

79.7(Z=6.0cm)

23(Z=3.0cm)

H6.5(Z=6.0cm)

33.5(Z=3.0cm)

Optical Depth

ne = 102lcrrr3

6(Z=0.60cm)

l.7(Z=0.30cm)

4.9(Z=0.6cm)

l.4(Z=0.30cm)

77.l(Z=0.60cm)

2I.6(Z=0.30cm)

112.5(Z=0.60cm)

31.5(Z=0.30cm)

Optical Depth

ne = 10 2 2cm' 3

ll(Z=0.14cm)

2.8(Z=0.075cm)

9(Z=0.14cm)

2.3(Z=0.075cm)

!42(Z=0.l4cm)

35.l(Z=0.075cm)

207(Z=0.14cm)

52(Z=0.075cm)
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Table (3). A modified set of relative levels

populations for Ne-like KrXXVlI is given for two

electron temperatures lkeV and 3keV(3keV in

parentheses), for stationary plasma (7e = T\)

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

level Populations

ne=1020cm'3

8.018-1(8.799-1)

0.101-1(0.41-2)

0.86-2(0.21-2)

0.48-2(0.24-2)

0.129-1(0.52-2)

0.101-1(0.34-2)

0.7-2(0.17-2)

0.127-1(0.53-2)

0.141-1(0.94-2)

0.59-2(0.19-2)

0.6-2(0.46-2)

0.13-1(0.85-2)

0.2-1(0.118-1)

0.85-2(0.24-2)

0.96-2(0.98-2)

0.13-2(0.7-3)

0.224-1(0.193-1)

0.314-1(0.275-1)

level Populations

ne = 10 21 cm"3

3.294-1(4.499-1)

0.521-1(0.301-1)

0.351-1(0.181-1)

0.275-1(0.173-1)

0.182-1(0.145-1)

0.513-1(0.295-1)

0.353-1(0.178-1)

0.681-1(0.410-1)

0.374-1(0.328-1)

0.467-1(0.266-1)

0.140-1(0.162-1)

0.391-1(0.326-1)

0.502-1(0.452-1)

0.536-1(0.288-1)

0.154-1(0.206-1)

0.202-1(0.131-1)

0.456-1(0.681-1)

0.608-1(0.977-1)

level Populations

ne = 102 2cm"3

0.975-1(0.644-1)

0.854-1(0.813-1)

0.509-1(0.483-1)

0.48-1(0.474-1)

0.167-1(0.175-1)

0.805-1(0.793-1)

0.496-1(0.473-1)

1.12-1(1.113-1)

0.478-1(0.498-1)

0.789-1(0.783-1)

0.157-1(0.175-1)

0.472-1(0.495-1)

0.465-1(0.519-1)

0.772-1(0.771-1)

0.161-1(0.182-1)

0.433-1(0.446-1)

0.438-1(0.548-1)

0.431-1(0.617-1)

Table (4). A set of relative level populations for

Ne-like KrXXVII is given for two electron

temperatures lkeV and 3keV(3keV in

parentheses), for dynamic plasma (Tt - 71)

i

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

level Populations

n,= 10 !0cm'3

6.98-1(5.637-1)

0.209-1(0.84-2)

0.213-1(0.53-2)

0.9-2(0.42-2)

0.152-1(0.295-1)

0.226-1(0.72-2)

0.186-1(0.75-2)

0.263-1(0.109-1)

0.211-1(0.166-1)

0.131-1(0.42-2)

0.71-2(0.69-2)

0.206-1(0.47-1)

0.216-1(0.667-1)

0.222-1(0.106-1)

0.107-1(0.308-1)

0.23-2(0.11-2)

0.211-1(0.2-1)

0.28-1(1.594-1)

level Populations

na = 10 2 1 c m 3

2.43-1(1.944-1)

0.606-1(0.488-1)

0.418-1(0.318-1)

0.316-1(0.272-1)

0.193-1(0.208-1)

0.602-1(0.492-1)

0.495-1(0.298-1)

0.792-1(0.665-1)

0.406-1(0.468-1)

0.547-1(0.44-1)

0.141-1(0.211-1)

0.484-1(0.483-1)

0.497-1(0.641-1)

0.749-1(0.477-1)

0.172-1(0.256-1)

0.231-1(0.202-1)

0.411-1(0.831-1)

0.508-1(1.305-1)

level Populations

ne = 102 2cm"3

0.906-1(0.456-1)

0.863-1(0.887-1)

0.515-1(0.532-1)

0.484-1(0.515-1)

0.167-1(0.158-1)

0.814-1(0.868-1)

0.507-1(0.429-1)

1.131-1(1.214-1)

0.481-1(0.534-1)

0.797-1(0.856-1)

0.157-1(0.181-1)

0.478-1(0.447-1)

0.462-1(0.469-1)

0.788-1(0.699-1)

0.162-1(0.165-1)

0.434-1(0.485-1)

0.434-1(0.556-1)

0.419-1(0.549-1)
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Table (5). Gain coefficients for two transition 3p-3s (7e — 71 = 3keV). The

calculation was done for two electron densities and also length of cylinder (Z).

Gain coefficient {g0) is calculated for plasma without reabsorption effect.

Gain coefficient gt (. g2) ' s calculated using escape probability for

resonance lines in stationary(dynamic) plasma, respectively.

Transition

15 —>3

15—>7

Gain (cm'1), Z- 3.0 cm

n8 = 10 2 0 cm' 3

go=O.33(g, =0.55; g 2 =1.7)

go=I.89(g,=3.2;g2=9.8)

Gain (cm"'), Z= 0.30 cm

n«, = 1021 cm'3

g0=4.1(g,=8.8;g2=10)

go=2 2-9(gi=5 1 ; g2=54-5>

Table (6). Optical depths at line center for transitions of the type 2p-31 for two electron

temperatures and an ion temperature 71 =0.5 keV for stationary plasma (7e ^ 71).

Transition

3-»l

7-»l

17-»1

1 8 —> 1

Electron

Temperature

lkeV

3keV

ikeV

3keV

IkeV

3keV

IkeV

3keV

Optical Depth

ne = 1020cm"3

8.7(Z=6.0 cm)

4.4(Z=3.0cm)

7.2(Z=6.0cm)

3.6(Z=3.0cm)

H2.7(Z=6.0cm)

56.3(Z=3.0cm)

l64.7(Z=6.0cm)

82(Z=3.0cm)

Optical Depth

n. = 10 21 cm"3

8.4(Z=0.60cm)

4.l(Z=0.30cm)

6.9(Z=0.6cm)

3.4(Z=0.30cm)

109(Z=0.60cm)

52.9(Z=0.30cm)

l59(Z=0.60cm)

77.1(Z=0.30cm)

Optical Depth

n. = 1022cm'3

15.5(2=0.14cm)

6.8(Z=0.075cm)

12.7(Z=0.I4cm)

5.6(Z=0.075cm)

200(Z=0.14cm)

85.9(Z=0.075cm)

292(Z=0.14cm)

127(Z=0.075cm)

Table (7). Gain coefficients for two transition 3p-3s (7e ^ T\). The calculation

was done at Te=3keV and, 71 =0.5 keV two electron densities and also length of

cylinder (Z). Gain coefficient (g0) is calculated for plasma without reabsorption

effect. Gain coefficients g0 (g-,) is calculated by rates of spontaneous emission

for resonance lines in stationary (dynamic) plasma, respectively.

Transition

15 —>3

15—>7

Gain (cm"1), Z= 3.0 cm

ne = 10 2 0 cm" 3

go=O-8(g,=l.8;g2=3.3)

go-4.6(g,=IO;g2=2l)

Gain (cm'1), Z= 0.30 cm

n. = 10 21 cm"3

go= l°(gl= l4-4^2=22-3)

go=5 6 (gi= 8 3 4^2 = I36)
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Measurement of spatial distribution of the nonlinear collapsing
wave packets by an electron beam shadowgraph
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Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University,
Kanazawa 920-1192, Japan

ABSTRACT

An electron beam probing technique is examined to measure the electric field, which

remains in the plasma after the interaction between an intense relativistic electron beam

(IREB). The electric field of the nonlinear wave packet of Langmuir wave is called a

caviton. An electron beam with large cross-section is used as a probe beam to take a

shadowgraph of spatial distribution of the electric field. Many holes were observed on the

shadowgraph in the period of 450-700ns from the IREB injection. The average size of the

holes is evaluated to have dimensions of 20 Debye lengths. The deflection of probe beam

is analyzed by assuming the electric field based on the caviton theory. The experimental

results show good agreement with the theory.

1 Introduction

We have been carrying out experiments on the beam-driven strong Langmuir turbu-

lence by injecting an intense relativistic electron beam (IREB). Study of the nonlinear

collapsing wave packet called a caviton is important for understanding of Langmuir turbu-

lent plasma. In contrast with propagating wave, the electric field of a caviton is spatially

localized. Inside the caviton, a density well is caused by the ponderomotive force due

to the localized high frequency electric field. The phenomenon of self-focusing, leading

to an increasing tendency for the waves to refract and be trapped in regions of highest

intensity, was investigated by Zakharov, et al. There has been major progress in two- and

three-dimensional numerical simulations of such systems, leading to many significant new

insights [1]. Many cavitons appeared simultaneously in the simulation. The experiments

have been carried out specifically to examine the predictions of strong-turbulence theory
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[1], For example, the ionospheric-modification experiments have provided a rich proving

ground for the theory. Overall responses of a many-cavitons system can be examined

there. Experiments in which a low-energy electron beam is injected into a cylindrical

plasma showed some of the evidence for self-focusing and wave collapse in plasma [2]. On

the other hand, relativistic beam-plasma experiment produces strong electric field where

the field-strength distributions and interactions with electrons are interpreted in terms of

strong turbulence. That is, the plasma is strongly heated by an IREB instantaneously.

Spectroscopic observation of forbidden lines indicated that the strong electric field was

produced through the IREB injection [3] [4]. Microwave with broadband frequency emit-

ted from the plasma [5] [6]. In the measurement of IREB passing through the plasma,

large scattering was observed, which was considered to be due to the turbulence electric

field in the plasma [7].

An electron beam probing technique applicable to IREB-plasma system has been

developed [8]-[10]. It will be reported here that the signal-to-noise ratio, S/N, is improved

as a result of improvement of the detector. A probe beam which has a large cross section

and lower current density is employed. The detail of the deflection becomes clear. It

seems to provide the new prospects about the turbulence field.

2 Experimental setup

An IREB with energy of 1.5MV, current of 30kA, and duration of 30ns is employed

to inject a plasma. A drift chamber, 60cm long and 16cm in diameter, is used [Fig.l]. No

external magnetic field is applied. A plasma is produced with rail-type guns. The average

of plasma density np is a function of the time, r , from a start of the discharge. The plasma

density was measured with a microwave interferometer and Langmuir probes. The rip has

about ± 50% of reproducibility due to the plasma gun. The gun was set at the position

of z = 100mm, where z is the distance from the anode. The density of the plasma at z—

100mm reaches 3 x 1013cm~3 at r = 12/xs. At z= 305mm, the highest density 2 x 1012cm~3

is obtained at r = 15/xs. After the plasma reaches at the chamber wall at r = 20/is, the

density starts to decrease. Since the external magnetic field is not applied, propagation

of IREB depends on the injection time which related to the density of the plasma. It was

also measured by using spectroscopy that the plasma electron temperature is heated from

leV to about 50eV [4].

The outline of the electron probe used for this experiment is shown in Fig.l. An

electron gun for the probing was set at the position 2=305mm. The probe beam passes
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I R E B : V d = 1 . 5 M V Radiation Shield
Cathode(4>36) A n o d e Foil : Id =30kA jypfe

Probe : Vd=50kV
Beam: 100ns

Electron Gun

Orifice 1(4)13),
Orifice 3(»50) \ phosphor Screen

Orifice 2(<j>39)

Figure 1: Experimental setup

through the chamber perpendicularly to the IREB. A probe beam with current of ~ 50mA

is obtained by applying a pulse voltage of 50kV to the electron gun. The probe beam

diverges slightly. The cross-section increases with the distance from the gun. The distance

from the electron gun to the center of the main chamber is 22.0cm, and that from the

center to the phosphor screen is 34.6cm. The orifices are set along the path of the probe

beam as shown in Fig.l.

A phosphor screen is used to detect the probe beam. The camera system has a high-

speed response up to 5ns. The system is composed of an image intensifier unit and a

digital camera. The gate function of this system can prevent mixing of the noise of the

IREB. The phosphor, P47, is used, whose decay time of emission is ~ 25ns to 50%. The

pulse length of probe beam is 100ns, and it gives the resolution time of the diagnostic

system.

Deflection of the probe beam was tested with the known static electric field, before

the probe beam injected into the plasma.

3 Experimental results

The time schedule is shown in Fig.2. The time from IREB injection to the probing

is taken as a parameter, 5.
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yW/-
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Probe beam ;
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0 500
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1000

Figure 2: An operation for the probing. From a top, (1) the waveform of Vd of IREB,
(2) the waveform of the accelerating voltage for the probe beam, and (3) the gating pulse
for the image intensifier are shown. A plasma gun was fired the r second before the
injection of IREB. Moreover, the time from IREB injection to the probing is taken as the
parameter, S.

3.1 The pattern with many holes

The photographs of a phosphor screen are shown in Fig. 3. The dark part on the

photograph is the part where the electrons hit the screen. The length of one side of the

photograph is 75mm. Figure 3(a) is the case of a vacuum. It corresponds to the beam

pattern without deflection. The diameter of the probe beam is limited by the first orifice

placed at the entrance of the main chamber. The cross-section of the probe beam passing

through the plasma is observed as a circle in the figure. Inhomogeneity in the cross-section

of the probe beam is observed.

Both of figures 3(b) and 3(c) are taken at r = 80jUS, when the chamber is filled with

the plasma. Figure 3(c) is the case that the IREB is injected into the plasma. As no

difference between Fig.3(a) and 3(b) is observed, the probe beam is not affected by the

plasma. However, many holes with various sizes are observed in Fig.3(c). The probe

beam was affected by the IREB injected plasma. Though the similar pattern with many

holes is observed in every shot, the position of the holes changes.

Many holes are observed in the case of the IREB injection at r = 60 — 100/^s. The

plasma density decreases as r increases. As shown in Fig.4, when the plasma density is

increased, the size of the hole decreases, and the number of holes increases. For example,

a number of holes are seen at the whole surface in Fig.4(a).
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L

809
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X =

5 x
x = 80|is
5 = 462ns

Figure 3: Examples of the beam pattern before and after the deflection, (a) a vacuum,
(b) a plasma, and (c) the plasma after an interaction of IREB. (b)-(c); r = 80/is, (c)
5=462ns.

T = 6Q[xs 6 = 470ns x =

( - 2 X 10ncm-3 ) (
6 = 454ns

5 X 1010cnr3 )
x =

( - 2 X 1 0 1 0 c m - 3 )

2.4mm 4.6.01D1 7,4mm

Figure 4: Examples of beam pattern with many holes. The density dependence is shown
here, (a) r = 60^s, (b) r = 80/is, (c) r = lOOfis. For each cases, the plasma density is
(a) nP = 2 x 10ncm~3, (b) up = 5 x 1010cm~3 and (c) np = 2 x 1010cm"~3 respectively.
The dimension of 20 Debye lengths is shown in the figure for comparison.
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A characteristic size of the holes changes with rip clearly. As the density decreases, the

diameter of the hole increases. The scale of 20Ap is shown in the figure for comparison.

The dimension of 20Ac is estimated to be (a) 2.4mm, (b) 4.6mm, and (c) 7.4mm, where,

the electron temperature was assumed to be constant, 50eV. The divergence angle of the

beam was taken into account. The average size of the holes is evaluated to be the order

of20AD.

The hole in the shadowgraph indicates lower current density. The area where holes

overlap has high current density instead of the density reduction. It is thought that the

probe beam was piled in drifts.

3.2 Time transition

The measurement becomes possible after 6=300ns because of the S/N. The measure-

ment was carried out after this time. The clear image of the hole is not observed for any

shot at the time <5=3OO-45Ons. The number density of holes is not large and the picture is

not so sharp. Holes are clearly recognized at the time of £=450-700ns. Since the picture

is sharp, it suggested that the pattern and the size do not change in the time duration of

100ns, which is the pulse length of the probing pulse. The size of the holes depends only

on the r , but does not have dependency to the 5. At the time <5=7OO-16OOns, the picutre

of the holes becomes thinner and fewer. It becomes impossible to observe any deflection

after 5 > 1600ns. The pattern returns to that observed before the IREB injection.

4 Discussion

Generally, in the case of electron beam probing, the deflection angle is measured. The

deflection angle is given as proportional to both the intensity and the size of the electric

field. Here, we know neither of them now. Then we presume the caviton electric field

and its self-similarity, which is predicted by strong-turbulence theory. The calculated

deflection angle and the beam pattern after the deflection by a caviton will be given.

Comparisons between the theory and experiment will be carried out.

4.1 Theory of deflection

4.1.1 Angle

First of all, we pay attention to the deflection by one caviton. Inside the caviton, high

frequency electrostatic wave oscillates with plasma frequency. The period of the electric
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Figure 5: The typical patterns showing the time transition after the IREB pulse, (a) 8
=444ns, (b) 572ns, (c) 908ns, and (d) 1088ns in the case of r = 60/xs

field oscillation is assumed much shorter than the pulse width, 100ns, of the probe beam.

The probe beam will be deflected in the plus and the minus direction within the angle

Qmax, just as a scattering. The amplitude of 9max is calculated by assuming the dipole

potential with Gaussian envelope. For simplicity, the linearly polarized field is considered.

And the polarization is perpendicular to the probe beam. The probe beam propagates

along the y-axis. The electric field in the x-y plane is expressed as [1],

Ex(y) = E(0) exp(-y2/a2) cos(uip t). (1)

Here a is the characteristic width of caviton and EQ is the central-field strength. The EQ

corresponds the maximum field in a caviton. The maximum angle of deflection ,0max, for

the electron with a velocity v\,, and energy of eVo is calculated from

*, (2)tan 9max fa / Exdy/2V0 « E(0) / cos(y top/vb) exp {-y'2/d2) dy w 6>0
J J—oo

where

2vb
a' rad.

The Te is the electron temperature in eV, and a' = a/Ajrj. Here,

0O = VTT OJ5(0) = VTTG Te /y0

(3)

(4)
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6 is the threshold value for collapse, © ~ 61.8. The deflection angle is proportional to

Te, but dose not depend on np. The experimental conditions, Vo=5O kV, Te=50 eV, lead,

00 « 0.014 rad. « 0.80 deg. (5)

While the collapse of a caviton, a becomes small and E(0) increases with keeping the

aE(0) constant[1]. Although tktao does not change with the size of caviton, thtamax is
'2

deduced by the factor e~'xi , when the caviton is large. For example, 0max decreases by a

factor more than 0.5 from the 00, at a' > 50. The caviton with large size, i.e. a' >> 50, the

deflection of the probe beam becomes too small to detect. When a' becomes small, 0max

is nearly equal to 0Q. As a result, the deflection by the small caviton can be detected.

4.1.2 Pa t t e rn

The probe beam projects the caviton field on a phosphor screen, see Fig.6. A hole with

elliptic shape, whose minor axis is in the direction of polarization, is typically obtained

at 10 < a' < 50. The beam density becomes lower in side the hole, though the higher

density regions are appeared at the periphery, especially at the locations of the poles of

electrostatic potential. Theoretically the distance between the two poles is -\/2 a here. If

the caviton size becomes small, a' < 10, the electrons on different paths inside a caviton

cross each other before reaching the screen. Then the shape of the pattern becomes more

intricate. When a' > 50, the hole cannot be observed.

0.5-

G 0-0-

o
N -0.5-

, I

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 05 1.0 1.5

x [cm]

Figure 6: Calculated deflection pattern. np = 2 x 1010cm~3, Te=100eV, V0=50kV, a =
15AD, 9=61.8, |/=34.6cm.

4.2 Experimental results
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(i)

The size of the hole obtained by the calculation agree with the experiment. The

dimension of the hole is observed to be ~ 20A^.

(ii) The IREB density is considered to be high enough to excite the Langmuir wave

whose energy density is comparable to the thermal energy. The number of the caviton,

Nc can be estimated from the theory in Ref. [1]. Nc = lcm~3 at nv = 1 x 1010cm~3,

Nc = 22cm"3 at np = 1 x 10ncni~3, and Nc = 698cm~3 at np = 1 x 1012cm"3 are

estimated. The Nc changes due to the small change of np. The number density of holes

obtained in the experiment is nearly equal to those numbers.

(iii) The large deflection was observed after IREB injection and for a while, ~ ljus.

The property of the time transition of the deflection can be explained as following. Many

cavitons with various sizes will be created by an IREB with duration of 30ns. After the

IREB passed through the plasma, the first caviton becomes small enough to give the

observable deflection. The deflection occurs similarly until the last caviton burning out.

The time duration that the observable deflection continues is evaluated by the time that

ion sound wave propagates the dimension of lOA^. It is estimated to be ~ 260ns for a

carbon plasma. This agrees with the time scale of our experiment, i.e. ~ 250ns.

(iv) In previous experiment[9], the probe beam, which was well focused to a spot,

was employed. A scattering of the beam was occurred at the similar condition for r and

8. The observed deflection angle agreed also with the calculation mentioned in this paper.

5 Summary

Although the deflection by two or more cavitons has not been investigated yet, the

hole in the deflected pattern can be explained by the caviton model using proper param-

eters.
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ABSTRACT

A plasma created from metal powder was obtained under pulsed high current discharges.
Powder flow was injected transiently between the electrodes in vacuum. The powder particles
are spherical and are accelerated by pulsed electrostatic fields. Other control methods for
powder flow were discussed. Discharge evolution in a pulsed metal powder plasma was
examined using a high-speed cameras and a spectrometer.

1. Introduction
We proposed to use powders instead of gases as an initial matter for creating plasmas by

high-current pulsed discharge. The powder plasmas have various advantages compared with
gaseous plasmas. To control spatial distribution of powders is easier than gases because of its
larger mass when they are transiently injected between discharge electrodes. Since powders
are solid state, there are more kinds of material to be used as plasma medium in comparison
with gaseous plasmas. Generally, dust particles in the plasma were unfavorable in processing
plasmas1* or in magnetically confined plasma apparatus2*. In our study, powders are positively
used to create plasmas, that takes a different direction to the research on dusty plasmas.
Powder produced plasmas have a possibility of various applications such as z-pinch, analysis
of arc physics in vacuum circuit breakers, thin film deposition in material science, intense soft
X-ray source, and so on.

Gas-puff z-pinches and wire array z-pinches are the typical examples of the z-pinch created
from locally isolated initial medium in vacuum. The feature of the gas-puff z-pinch is that
dense plasmas can be created in a reproducible manner at a high repetition rate. The gas-puff
z-pinch requires fast-acting electromagnetic valves and well-designed gas nozzles to establish
the initial gas distribution. Since the puffed gas spread with a sonic speed in vacuum, it is
difficult to control the initial density distribution. The wire array z-pinch can also produce a
high-density plasma from solid matter. However, mounting the wire array in the proper
position between the electrodes is so difficult, that the repetition rate becomes low. The
powder z-pinch has both advantages of high repetition rate operation and high initial mass
density. In addition, it may be possible to obtain more complex discharge characteristics using
multi-coated powders.

In order to create plasmas from powder, it is necessary to inject powders between discharge
electrodes. We employed an electrostatic control of the powder injection system, in which
electrostatic fields accelerate particles between parallel plate electrodes.
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In this study, we produced pulsed powder plasmas and observed early stage of the
discharge using a high-speed image converter camera and a spectroscopic analyzer.

.01

Powders are transiently injected between the discharge electrodes in vacuum prior to the
discharge. There may be many kinds of powder injection methods. The powder injection
system is required to have easiness of operation, compact in size, and reproducible operating
properties. By taking this requirement, we designed an electrostatic controlled powder
acceleration system.

Two plane electrodes are placed in parallel separated by an insulator spacer. The upper
electrode has a hole at the center for powder ejection and the bottom one has a shallow
conical structure with nine-degree slope down toward the center and with the circumference
of 16mm in diameter. The conical structure prevents powders from spreading around and
makes them gathering into the center again. When a pulsed voltage is applied between the
electrodes, powders on the bottom electrode are charged to Q with the same polarity of the
electrode. The charge Q is written as3)

9

Q = -tc3e0r
2E0

where EQ is permittivity in vacuum; r particle
radius; and EQ electric field between the
electrodes; respectively. Powders are attracted to
the upper electrode by the electrostatic force Fe

(=QEo). When Fe becomes greater than the
gravitational force Fg, the powders are
accelerated toward the upper electrode and some
part of those will be ejected from the hole3). m »"»H»

Figure 1. Photomicrograph of the spherical
copper powder

22 Experimental procedure
We employed spherical copper powder with a particle diameter of 75 pm in the experiments.

Figure 1 shows a photomicrograph of the copper powder particles with a diameter of 150mm.
Figure 2 shows the experimental setup for powder discharges. The discharges were powered
by a capacitor of 4.5uF charged to -20kV. The discharge electrodes with the powder injection
system were placed in a vacuum chamber evacuated to a pressure of 10"5 Torr.

Main discharge electrodes made of titanium were placed above the powder injection system.
The lower electrode of the main discharge connected to the ground potential acted as a upper
electrode of the powder injection system. The upper electrode had a hole at the center with a
diameter of 2mm for particle injection. The electrode separation was 10mm for the main
discharge.

The acceleration electrodes of the powder injection system were separated by an acrylic
insulating spacer with the thickness of 10mm in height and the inner diameter of 16mm. A
driving voltage applied to bottom electrode was 8kV and its pulse width was 100ms. The
rectangular pulsed voltage applied to the powder injection electrodes was generated by
switching on and off using a high voltage relay.
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Since the injected particles were located apart from each other between the electrodes in
vacuum, breakdown processes were complicated. The particles are supposed to be ionized
preceded by heating and evaporation processes. However, the breakdown voltage between the
electrodes with powder was almost similar to that in vacuum. Consequently the discharge
time delay was long and reproducibility of the discharges was poor. To establish reproducible
powder discharges, a pre-ionization system was necessary to supply initial electrons. We
placed an additional electrode at the center of the high voltage electrode. When the main
capacitor was fired, a surface discharge current flew between the additional electrode and the
high voltage electrode. The surface discharge provided sufficient amount of initial electrons
for pre-ionization. The pre-ionization discharge ceased when a 500pF capacitor was charged
up.

Pre-ionization
Main

GND

SOOpO
500pF 5kO

0

Powder discharge

Insulating tube

Insulating spacer 7

4.45jiF

GND

_ o HV

Powder injection
system

Figure 2. Experimental setup of the pulsed powder discharge with an electrostatic powder injection system

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Injected powder distribution
The spatial distribution of injected powder was observed by taking a photograph of

particles illuminated by a flashlamp in the air. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the injected
copper powder taken at the timing of 120ms after applying the acceleration voltage pulse
when the number of particles reached the maximum. About seventy-particles were observed
above the injection hole. The behavior of the particles in vacuum will not be so different from
that in the air because the viscous drag force by the air is negligibly small. The number of
particles is plotted in figure 4 when the injection operation is repeated. Almost the same
number of particles was obtained until two hundred shots. The number of shots being able to
inject constant amount of powder depends on the initial mass placed on the electrode. Since
the measurements were performed without the main high voltage electrode, particle flow
pattern would change slightly if the discharge electrode was placed above the injection hole.
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Figure 4. Number of the injected powders

Figure 3. Photograph of the injected powders

3.2 Discharge experiments
The early stage of powder discharge was observed using the image converter camera

(Hadland Photonics, Imacon468) by framing mode with the exposure time of 100ns. Each
frame has the time interval of 150ns.

When the powder was not injected between the electrodes, the discharge developed as a
vacuum discharge. A set of framing photographs is shown in Figure 5. Although they are not
taken in a single discharge, they are selected as showing the typical profile at each time
among many data. The temporal behavior of the discharge is explained as follows. When the
capacitor was fired, initial electrons created by the pre-ionization discharge were accelerated
and bombarded the anode. Anode plasma was generated from the anode vapor that was boiled
off by the electron bombardment. The anode plasma expanded toward the cathode. At this
stage, filamentary plasma channel was sometimes formed between the cathode and the anode
plasma. Finally, the anode plasma reached the cathode. A bright plasma column was formed
between the electrodes.

Figure 5. Framing photographs of the early phase of the discharge without powder injection.
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The typical framing photographs of temporal development of the powder discharge are
summarized in figure 6. The temporal behaviors are classified into two types as shown in
Figure 6(a) and (b).

At the beginning of the discharge, spot-like light emission from the particles is observed.
The emission seems to be originated from evaporation and ionization of the particles by
electron collisions. In Figure 6(a), although the anode plasma grew from the anode to the
cathode, the particles were clearly seen between the electrodes. However, the macroscopic
behavior of the discharges was almost similar to that without powder as shown in figure 5. In
the other case, shown in Figure 6(b), narrow plasma channel bridged between the cathode and
growing anode plasma region. The diameter of the channel was irregular.

From the viewpoint of applications, powder must be uniformly ionized to form a plasma
channel. In our experiment this is not the case. The discharge was a combination of powder
discharge and the vacuum discharge. However the effective cross section of electron to the
anode surface was much larger than that to particles. Since the mass of evaporated material
from the anode was also larger than that from the particles, the discharge current was
supported by the anode plasma.

Sequential photographs (a)

Sequential photographs (b)

Figure 6. Framing photographs of the early phase of the powder discharge
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In order to examine vaporization and ionization process of the particles, spectroscopic
measurements were done using the spectrometer of visible wavelength range. However,
meaningful difference was not observed between the vacuum discharges and the powder
discharges.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we generated the pulsed powder discharge that is a new scheme for creating
plasmas from solid materials. We constructed the electrostatic powder injection system and
achieved the stable injection until two hundred shots. Observation of the early stage of the
discharge was performed using the image converter camera. Spot-like light emission from the
powders was observed at the beginning of the discharge. Two kinds of discharge development
were observed. The one was macroscopically similar to vacuum discharge and the other had
narrow plasma channels between the cathode and the anode plasma. The obtained discharge
was a combination of powder discharge and the vacuum discharge because the evaporation
from the particle was poor.
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ABSTRACT
The growth mechanism of instability in gas-puff z-pinch plasma was investigated using laser
diagnostic systems. An interferometer system was employed to investigate the temporal
evolution of the structure in the plasma column during the pinch. The z-pinch plasma was
driven by a fast bank, which provided a current of 160 kA for 1.5 u,s quarter period of
oscillation. The plasma layer moved toward the z-axis and its shape gradually changed into
columnar. The plasma layer splits into two layers on the way to implosion. The inner layer,
which was indicated to be shock front, propagated toward the z-axis faster than the outer layer.
The outer layer seemed quite smooth while the implosion by the inner layer took place at the
z-axis. After the blast from the implosion expanded and came across the outer layer, the
disturbance occurred at the outer layer and then the instability was caused in plasma column.

1. Introduction
Intense soft X-rays radiated from z-pinch devices have a potential to be used for several

industrial applications, for example lithography in semiconductor device processing,1' soft X-
ray microscopy etc. Although these devices are quite simple, small and inexpensive, they are
expected to be of high efficiency in comparison with the synchrotron obituary radiation
(SOR). The gas-puff z-pinch scheme 26) enables the production of soft X-ray radiation with a
high repetition rate. However, the gas density gradients not only in the axial direction but also
in the radial direction are considered to lead the z-pinch plasma to instabilities, which degrade
the reproducibility of X-ray radiation. On the other hand, a current of up to 200 kA is easy to
handle and to generate using a simple fast capacitor bank. A typical rise time of the current
provided by such a small bank is in the microsecond range. The instability grows significantly
in this range. There are plenty of computational and experimental works on plasma
instabilities to explain the process of its growth for a wide variety of devices. However, they
do not describe the triggering mechanism of the instability in detail.

The purpose of this paper is to experimentally observe the temporal behavior of gas-puff z-
pinch plasma and to figure out what triggers the plasma instability in the slow implosion
system. A compact gas-puff z-pinch device driven by a 1.9 kJ fast capacitor bank was used in
this experiment. The temporal behavior of the z-pinch plasma is discussed using the
interference images of z-pinch plasma at different times and of different shots obtained using
a holographic pulsed laser interferometer and a shadowgraph.'013'

2. Experimental Setups and Procedures
Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the z-pinch electrodes. The z-pinch device

consists of a brass anode that is equipped with an annular nozzle. A stainless steel mesh
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cathode is used to avoid the gas stagnating on the cathode surface.10' The nozzle is slightly
inclined to the z-axis to in order to suppress the diffusion in the radial direction. The
transparency of the mesh cathode is 81%. Ar gas is puffed from the anode nozzle. The plasma
current is provided from a 6 u.F capacitor bank, which is charged up to 25 kV (1.9 kJ). The
main gap switch for the current is fired at 1.4 ms after the gas-puff actuator is triggered.

The X-ray is obtained by using a PIN photo diode. Since it is equipped with a 3 urn thick
Al film, the photon energy to be detected is limited to more than 1 keV, which is from photons
in the K-shell of Ar.14).

Figure 2 shows the schematic arrangement of the Mach-Zehnder pulsed laser
interferometer. Second harmonic wave (532 nm) of the Nd-YAG laser (Continuum, Surelite-II,
600 mJ, 5 ns) was used. The interference image was recorded on instant films after passing
through a neutral density (ND) and laser line filters. A window with appropriate thickness is
inserted in the reference arm of the interferometer to compensate the difference in the optical
length of each arm. The system can be easily changed into a shadowgraph configuration by
inserting a screen in the reference arm. The temporal behavior of the z-pinch plasma is
discussed from the images at different times, which were acquired in different shots.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions
Figure 3 shows typical waveforms of the driving current and a signal from PIN diode.

The current reached 160 kAand slightly dropped when X-ray was radiated.
Figure 4 shows the sequential interference images of z-pinch plasmas during the process

to the implosion. Figure 5 shows the shadowgraph images of z-pinch plasmas. Each image in
Figs. 4 and 5 was obtained from an independent shot. The first image shows the view of sight
just before the plasma was initiated. The fringes around the nozzle were shifted due to the
annular plasma at 300 ns. However, the shape in the cathode side is still not clear. The whole
feature of the plasma column came out around 500 ns and the discharge was formed in
conical shape. The diameter of the plasma near the anode did not change so much while that
near the cathode was dynamically reduced, despite the larger J x B force should take place at
the current layer with the reduced radius. This is explained to be caused by the gas density
gradient along z-axis. High gas density near the anode sustained the J x B force. Figure 6
shows the time evolution of the plasma column diameter near the both of electrodes. The
initial drift velocity of the plasma layer near the cathode is estimated to be 2 cm/us that was
more than 4 times faster than that near the anode. The plasma drift velocity near the anode
was gradually reduced. The gas density gradient in the radial direction might influence the
drift velocity. Finally the plasma diameter near the cathode was stagnated as well as that near
the anode and the plasma radius along the z-axis became almost the same. All the data
acquired at A t of more than 1200 ns showed perturbations on the plasma surface as shown in
Fig 5 (c).

Returning back to Figs. 4 and 5, in order to see what happens in detail until the
perturbation appears on the plasma surface. A double layer structure came out around 600 ns.
This structure was observed also in the shadowgraph in Fig. 5 (a). The outer and inner
structures were supposed to be the current sheet and the shock front, respectively. The inner
layer moved faster than the outer layer and imploded at the z-axis. The outer layer was
stagnated but its surface seems quite smooth during the implosion by the shock front. After
the implosion, something complex like a blast from the implosion started expanding. The
temporal behaviors of the structures at the cathode and at the anode surfaces are summarized
in Figs. 7 (a) and (b), respectively. The instability on the outer layer started growing after
collision with the inner structure. This indicates that the plasma instability was initiated by the
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shock wave. In the last image in Fig. 4, high density plasmas, which might be produced by X-
rays from z-pinch plasma, appeared on the anode. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the behavior of
the plasma structure until 1100 ns was reproducible in this experiment.

This paper describes the z-pinch plasma driven by a microsecond current. Plasmas driven
by a current with short rise time in the range of several tens of ns is an interesting objective
for the next experiment. An inductive voltage adder machine, which is equipped with a POS15),
are being prepared for the experiment.

4. Conclusions
Measurement of the gas density distribution and the temporal observation of the z-pinch

plasma, which had been driven by a small and slow-rise current, were conducted using laser
diagnostic systems. The plasma layer moved toward the z-axis and its shape gradually
changed into columnar. The plasma layer splits into two layers on the way to implosion. The
inner layer propagated toward the z-axis faster than the outer layer. After the blast from the
implosion expanded and came across the outer layer, the disturbance occurred at the outer
layer and then the instability was caused in plasma column.
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ABSTRACT

The current in a wire array during its exploding phase has been studied. The wire array

consisting of many thin wires is used as a plasma source in a z-pinch x-ray radiation system.

The current distribution in the exploding wire array plays an important role in producing an

initial symmetrical plasma. In the present experiment, four tungsten wires of 0.1 mm in

diameter were exploded in vacuum. The experiment was carried out with an inductive voltage

adder pulsed power generator providing a current of 160 kA at quarter period of 1.8 \is. The

currents through and the voltage across the wires were measured simultaneously. It was found

that the currents in the wires were inhomogeneous especially after the wires became plasma.

Once the currents became inhomogeneous, the inhomogeneity remained throughout the

discharge. It was also studied how the dimensions of the wires affected the homogeneity of

the currents. Wires of different lengths or different cross sectional areas resulted in strong

inhomogeneities of the currents. The wires with shorter length or smaller cross sectional area

became plasmas earlier than other wires. Thus the resistances of the wires were not equal.

These differences in the resistance caused the inhomogeneity of the currents.

I. Introduction

X-ray radiated from z-pinches has recently been of much interests in applications as an

inertial nuclear fusion driver in a similar way to lasers and heavy ions [1]. The development

of fast and high-energy pulsed power technology has allowed the use of a thin metal wire
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array as a z-pinch plasma source. A highly-symmetrical thin metal wire array can provide a

symmetrical initial plasma, which then leads to a very uniform plasma implosion. The

uniform implosion allows the production of an efficient x-ray radiation thus providing

extremely high power and energy. The Z accelerator located at Sandia National Laboratories,

in which currents up to 20 MA were delivered into a tungsten wire array in approximately 100

ns, has successfully produced x-ray radiation of up to 200 TW and nearly 2 MJ [1].

The behavior of the current through the wire array in water has been investigated

numerically in terms of the resistivity change of the wire [2], [3]. It has been predicted that

the behavior of currents through the wire array is unstable [4]. If the wires in an array could

not be exploded simultaneously by the unstable current behavior, an inhomogeneous mass

distribution of the initial plasma would be produced and cause a Rayleigh-Taylor plasma

instability [5], [6]. It is very important in obtaining uniform implosions of z-pinch plasmas to

investigate whether the currents flowing through parallel wires in vacuum are homogeneous

or not during transitions from solid wires to plasmas.

In this paper, the currents measured through parallel wires during their exploding phase are

reported. Four parallel tungsten wires were exploded in vacuum to simulate and predict the

current distribution in the wire array z-pinch during its exploding phase. The resistances of the

parallel wires were calculated from the measured voltage and currents. Flows of

inhomogeneous currents through the wires were observed. Also, time resolved pictures of

exploding wire array were taken to observe how the wire array consisting of four wires

explodes.

II. Experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The wire array was driven by

ASO-X generator [7], [8]. ASO-X was operated at a charging voltage of 30 kV. The rise time

of the current, current peak and the output voltage were 1.8 us, 160 kA and 90 kV,

respectively. The POS was not used here. The wire array consisted of four tungsten wires

having a diameter of 0.1 mm. The diameter and the length of the array were 140 mm and 40

Rogowski
coil (IG)

• ASO-X generator

Voltage divider

Fig. 1. Configuration of wire array load chamber.
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mm, respectively. Though this wire array is different from that used in the Sandia National

Laboratories both in the number and the diameter of wires, the current phenomena of parallel

wires might simulate the current distribution in the wire array during the transition from solid

wires to plasmas.

The wire array was set in the vacuum chamber load section of ASO-X. The tips of parallel

wires were connected to a cathode plate directly and to an anode plate through a thick rod.

The wires were tensioned by the same weights. The surfaces of the wires were contacted to

the surfaces of holes of the electrodes. The pressure of the vacuum chamber was about 3 x 10"4

Torr achieved in this machine. The generator current was measured with a Rogowski coil

placed upstream the wire array. The currents flowing through each wire were measured

individually by Rogowski coils placed at the thick rods. Also, the voltage was measured by a

resistive voltage divider placed near the cathode plate. The voltage was corrected with an

inductive voltage drop at the load section. These signals were recorded with a 1.5-GHz,

4-GSa/s digital oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard, 54845A).

From the viewpoint of how the dimensions of wires affect the inhomogeneity of the

currents, three different sets of wires were studied; wires of equal dimensions in length and

cross sections (A), wires of different lengths (B) and wires of different cross sectional areas

(C).

For the experiment of the wires of equal dimension, the time resolved picture of the

exploding wire array were also taken by a high-speed framing camera (Hadland Photonics,

IMACON 790).

III. Results and discussions

A. Wires of equal dimension

Typical waveforms of the wire currents

and the resistive voltage across the wire are

shown in Fig. 2. Although the voltage has an f

opposite sign before 50 ns due to the §

correction error, it is not significant for

diagnostics because it is at much earlier time

than that of interest here. When ASO-X was

fired, the currents started to flow almost

equally through all the wires. There are no

large differences in the current values.

Although the resistances of the wires

increased with increasing current, the rates of increase in the resistance of the wires were

almost equal before about 230 ns. This led to the currents through the wires to increase

0
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I
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-100
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Fig. 2. Typical waveforms of currents

through the wires and voltage across the

wire.
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simultaneously. However, at about 230 ns, the currents rapidly deviated from each other and

became non-uniform. Note that the sum of the currents through the wires corresponded to the

generator current measured upstream the wire array. Therefore the deviations of the currents

were caused by differences in the resistances of the wires. The voltage across the wire

increased before 230 ns due to increases in the resistances of the wires. The voltage decreased

after reaching the peak voltage at 230 ns though the total current was still increasing. The

currents became inhomogeneous around the time when the voltage reached its peak. Once the

currents had become inhomogeneous, they did not become homogeneous again and the

deviations among the currents lasted to the end of the discharge.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that the current through wire #4 decreased and the current through

wire #3 increased to compensate for the change in their resistances and in order to maintain

the same total current. The other two currents did not change so much. Since the currents

through the wires compensate the other currents, there was no change in the total current

which was measured downstream or upstream the wire array load. Once the currents became

inhomogeneous, these deviations were maintained during the discharge and the currents did

not become equal. Although the currents in the wires either increased or decreased in different

shots, the same phenomena were observed in all the shots. This suggests an external factor,

that is, the conditions of the contacts between wires and electrodes could not be the same for

wire-to-wire and shot-to-shot.

Fig. 3 shows the resistances of the wires during the discharge calculated from the current

and the voltage waveforms. R is determined from eqn.(l) since Lanay was found to be 105 nH.

It is seen that the resistances increased with time and had their peaks at about 230 ns. At

>230ns, the resistances decreased, when a plasma was produced. The resistances were not

equal (±15 %) at their peaks (Fig. 3).

Calculating the power dissipation in the wires, it was confirmed that the time when the

resistances rose sharply corresponded to the melting point. It was also confirmed that the

10

100 150 200
Time (ns)

250
(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Variations'of resistances of the
wires during the discharge calculated
from the current and the voltage
waveforms.

Fig. 4. Time resolved pictures of
exploding wire array at 325 ns (a), 525
ns (b), 725 ns (c) and 925 ns (d). The
exposure time was 20 ns.
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resistances fell down before reaching the evaporating point. From these results, it was

understood that the evaporations of the wires were not volumetric and breakdown might have

occurred at the surface of the wires [9].

Fig. 4 shows the time resolved picture of the exploding wire array taken at 325 ns (a), 525

ns (b), 725 ns (c) and 925 ns (d), respectively, having an exposure time of 20 ns. All the

pictures were taken after the current became strongly inhomogeneous. However, in Fig. 4(a),

only one of four wires was luminous. In addition, although the currents through the wires

were increasing with time, the intensities of luminosities of the wires were alternating.

Moreover, the luminosities were not uniform along the wires. Considering these results and

the power dissipations in the wires, the following conclusion was derived; the evaporations of

the wires were not volumetric and, hence, the discharges did not occur uniformly in the wires.

B. Wires of different lengths

In order to investigate what is dominant for such an inhomogeneous current distribution,

the experiment was done using four wires of different lengths. The lengths of wire #1, #2 and

#3 were 40 mm and that of wire #4 was 20 mm. Fig. 5 shows the waveforms of the currents

through the wires and the voltage across the wire. The behavior of the currents through the

wires before 210 ns was similar to that in the experiment described before. At >210 ns, the

current through the wires became much more inhomogeneous (Fig. 5) compared to the wires

of the same length (Fig. 2). Especially, the current through the shorter wire #4 increased.

From subsequent shots, it was confirmed that the current through the wire of the shorter

length increased and became larger than in the other wires.

Fig. 6 shows the resistance during the discharge. Although the length of wire #4 was half of

that of the other wires, the resistances of all the wires up to 180 ns were equal within ±16 %.

However, the resistance of wire #4 firstly reached its maximum and then decreased. The mass

of wire #4 was half of that of the other wires. The shortest wire that had the lightest mass

-100

50 100 150 200
Time (ns)

250 300
-150

100 120
Time (ns)

Fig. 5. Typical waveforms of currents
through the wires and voltage across the
wire. Length of wire #1, #2 and #3 were 40
mm and length of wire #4 was 20 mm.

Fig. 6. Variations of resistances of the wires
during the discharge calculated from the
current and the voltage waveforms. Length
of wire #1, #2 and #3 was 40 mm and
length of wire #4 was 20 mm.
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became plasma first. When the resistance of wire #4 was decreasing, the other wires, except

wire #1, were still increasing. The resistance of wire #1 (Fig. 6) was observed to be different

from the wires of the same length (wire #2 and #3). The current through wire #1 (Fig. 5) was

also different from the current in the wires of the same length (wire #2 and #3) and it did not

deviate from the average current so much when the current distribution became

inhomogeneous. These phenomena were observed in all shots.

C. Wires of different cross sectional areas

Fig. 7 shows the current and the voltage waveforms, where two wires (wire #2) were used

in parallel to increase the cross sectional area. During the early phase of the discharge, the

currents through all the wires were about the same though the dimensions of the wires were

different. This is explained by the dominance of resistances and inductances of the rods

connecting the wires to the anode plate as well as the inductance of each wire. The resistances

and inductances of the rods were estimated to be several hundreds of mQ and several tens of

nH, respectively. The resistances of the wires increased with time, and became dominant in

deciding the current flows. The current through wire #2 deviated from the others because the

resistance of wire #2 was smaller than the others. Then, they approached each other after 240

ns because wire #1, #3 and #4 became plasma. Fig. 8 shows the resistances of the wires.

During the early phase of the discharge, the resistances of the wires were similar because the

inductances of the wires were dominant. The resistance of wire #2 increased slowly compared

with those of the other wires except wire #3 because of its heavier mass. When the resistances

reached their peaks, the resistance of wire #2 was half of either wire #1 or #4 due to the

difference of their cross sectional areas. The wires having smaller mass (wire #1, #3 and #4)

became plasma faster than wire #2. Therefore the resistances approached each other. The

behavior of wire #3 was different from the wires of the same dimension.
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Fig. 7. Typical waveforms of currents
through the wires and voltage across the
wire. Two wires were set as wire #2.

Fig. 8. Variations of resistances of the wires
during the discharge calculated from the
current and the voltage waveforms. Two
wires were set as wire #2.
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From these experiments, it was found that even if the length, cross sectional area and

material were the same, the currents through the wires became inhomogeneous during their

exploding phases. One of the reasons was thought to be the small differences in the

dimensions of the wires. If the inhomogeneity of the dimensions exists or connections

between the wires and the electrodes were not exactly identical, the transitions from solid

wires to plasmas must be different. It was noteworthy that the currents through the wires of

the array became inhomogeneous when the wires became plasmas. From the numerical

analysis in reference [4], even if the differences in the dimensions or connections are small,

the currents tend to be inhomogeneous. The inhomogeneous current could cause an

inhomogeneous mass distribution, leading to unequal implosion speeds and a spoiling of the

pinch. However, in the present experiment, the rise time of the current was much longer than

that in the resent z-pinch experiments. If the rise time of the current is short enough for the

inductances of the wires to be dominant and the inductances of the wires are equal to each

other, the inhomogeneity of the currents might be diminished. The inhomogeneity of the

currents occurred during the exploding phase. Therefore, the inhomogeneity of the currents is

independent of the array radius. On the other hand, if the cross sectional area is small enough

to evaporate both uniformly and volumetrically, the inhomogeneity of the currents reported in

this paper might also be diminished.

IV. Conclusions

The current distribution of the wire array in vacuum was studied. Individual measurements

of the currents flowing through the wires allowed us to know how currents behave during the

discharge. Voltage and current measurements were also carried out to calculate the resistance

variations of the wires. The resistance of the wire increased with time due to heating by the

current. Melting wire became vapor and then plasma causing a decrease in its resistance. A

strong current deviation occurred when the resistance started to decrease. The deviations were

held during the discharge. Such an inhomogeneous current distribution might be caused by

small differences in the wire dimensions.

Inhomogeneous current distribution might occur in an actual wire array z-pinch system.

This might affect the initial plasma production and implosion.
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